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We give a condition of existence of bounded solutions for a general quasilinear
elliptic problem with quadratic growth in the gradient, when the data are small
enough. Moreover, we obtain an a.e. comparison with the semilinear symmetrized
problem.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let 0 be an open bounded set of RN with N1. We consider the
problem
&div A(x, u, Du)=H(x, u, Du) in 0,
u # W 1, p0 (0) & L
(0).
(1.1)
In this work, we show that it is sufficient to prove the existence of a solution
of a symmetrized semilinear problem, to prove the existence of a solution
of (1.1). This will give a condition of existence of problem (1.1) when the
data are small enough.
The main tools we shall use are the following.
First, let u be a nonnegative solution in W 1, p0 (0) of the equation
&2pu=k(u) |Du| p+ f (x) g(u), (1.2)
where k is a continuous function such that k(s)0 if s0 and where the
same hypothesis is assumed on g, and f is a nonnegative function of Lq(0)
with q>max(Np, 1). We set
v=E(u) where E(s)=|
s
0
eK(t)( p&1) dt and K(t)=|
t
0
k(_) d_.
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Using E$ p&1(u) , for every , # W 1, p0 (0) & L
(0) as a test function in
Eq. (1.2), it is easy to see that v=E(u) is a solution of
&2pv=(g_E$ p&1) oE&1(v)_f (x). (1.3)
Conversely, if v is a nonnegative weak solution of (1.3), using as a test
function in (1.3) the function ,E$ p&1oE &1(v) for all , # W 1, p0 (0) & L
(0),
we can verify that u=E&1(v) is a solution of Eq. (1.2). We shall see that
this change of function is useful, too, with a more general operator
&div A(x, u, Du), as is pointed out in [2].
The second tool is symmetrization. We shall denote by f*(s) the
unidimensional decreasing rearrangement of f, that is to say, the unique
decreasing function from R to R such that | f>t|=| f*>t| for all t. We
shall denote by f (x) the spherical decreasing rearrangement of f, that is to
say f (x)= f *(CN |x| N ) for every x in 0 , where 0 is the sphere of RN
centered at the origin, such that |0 |= |0|, and CN is the measure of the
unit ball of RN. For all the definitions and properties concerning symmetri-
zation see [12]. We shall use the following result: Let f be a function of
Lq(0) with q>max(Np, 1), then a solution of
&div A(x, u, Du)= f (x), u # W 1, p0 (0), (1.4)
is in L(0) and verifies that sup(u+)sup(v) where v is the solution of
the symmetrized problem
&:2pv= f +
t
(x), v # W 1, p0 (0 ). (1.5)
Of course, there is a similar estimate for u& (where u&=sup(&u, 0)). There
is in fact an a.e. comparison between u~ and the solution of the symmetrized
problem. This is a well-known result, see for instance [14, 15] and the
demonstrations below. This will provide us with useful L estimates.
2. HYPOTHESES AND MAIN RESULTS
We denote by p$ the real such that 1p+1p$=1. We suppose that
A(x, s, !): 0_RN+1  RN is a Caratheodory function (2.1)
such that,
(A(x, s, !)&A(x, s, !$), !&!$) >>0 a.e. x # 0, (2.2)
\s # R, \!, !$ # RN, !{!$.
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: |!| p(A(x, s, !), !) a.e. x # 0, \s # R, \! # RN,
(2.3)
|A(x, s, !)|;( |s| )( |!| p&1+b(x)) a.e. x # 0, \s # R, \! # RN,
(2.4)
where ;: R+  R+ is a function bounded on the bounded intervals and
where b is a positive function of L p$(0).
Under these assumptions, we have the following lemma, which is proved
in [3].
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that A satisfies (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4). If,
v u= is bounded in L(0),
v u=  w in W 1, p0 (0) weak and a.e. in 0,
v lim=  0 0 (A(x, u= , Du=)&A(x, u= , Dw)) D(u=&w) dx=0,
then u=  w in W 1, p0 (0) strong.
We suppose that H verifies,
H(x, s, !): 0_RN+1  R+ is a Caratheodory function, (2.5)
such that
|H(x, s, !)|#( |s| )( |!| p+d(x)), (2.6)
where #: R+  R+ is a function bounded on the bounded intervals and
where d is a positive function of L1(0).
H(x, s, !)l1(s) |!| p+m1(s) f1(x), a.e. x # 0, \s0, \! # RN,
H(x, s, !)&l2(&s) |!| p&m2(&s) f2(x), a.e. x # 0, \s0, \! # RN,
(2.7)
where l1 , l2 , m1 , m2 : R+  R+ are nondecreasing continuous functions
with m1(0)>0, m2(0)>0, f1 , f20, f1 , f2 # Lq(0) with max(1, Np)<
q+.
We set
k1=
l1
:
, k2=
l2
:
, %1=
m1
:
, %2=
m2
:
.
We can remark that, on one hand, the hypothesis (2.7) is more restrictive
than (2.6) because f1 , f2 are supposed to be in Lq(0) instead of L1(0) (but
to suppose that l1 , l2 , m1 , m2 are nondecreasing is not a restriction because
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# could also be bounded by a nondecreasing function). On the other hand,
(2.6) is more restrictive than (2.7) because the negative part of H is not
necessarily bounded for s positive, and similarly the positive part of H is
not necessarily bounded for s negative. We call the solution of problem
(1.1) a function u # W 1, p0 (0) & L
(0), such that
|
0
A(x, u, Du) D, dx=|
0
H(x, u, Du) , dx (2.8)
\, # W 1, p0 (0) & L
(0).
Similarly, we call the supersolution of (1.1) a function u # W1, p(0) &
L(0) such that
|
0
A(x, u , Du ) D, dx|
0
H(x, u , Du ) , dx,
\,0, , # W 1, p0 (0) & L
(0), u 0 on 0.
(2.9)
The definition of a subsolution is analogous, exchanging  with . We set
K1(t)=|
t
0
k1({) d{,
E1(s)=|
s
0
exp \K1(t)p&1+ dt,
q1=(E$ p&1_%) b E&1.
With k2 and %2 we define in the same way K2 , E2 , q2 .
We consider the symmetrized problems
&2pv=q1(v) f 1(x), v # W 1, p0 (0 ) & L
(0 ). (2.10)
&2pv=q2(v) f 2(x), v # W 1, p0 (0 ) & L
(0 ). (2.11)
The main result of this paper is:
Theorem 2.1. Assuming (2.1)(2.7), if there exists a super solution
V10 for the problem (2.10) and a super solution V20 for the problem
(2.11), then there exists a solution u for problem (1.1), which verifies
E1(u+
t
)V1 a.e. in 0 ,
(2.12)
E2(u&
t
)V2 a.e. in 0 .
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This theorem appears as to be the unification of two results of [8] and
[13] ([8] is already a generalization of [11] for the case p{2). In [13],
the right-hand side is independent of the gradient, that is to say, k1=k2=0.
In contrast, in [8] the dependence on the gradient is similar to (2.6), (2.7),
but in this case %1 and %2 are constant.
v Suppose first that k1=k2=0, then K1=K2=0, E1(s)=E2(s)=s=
E&11 (s)=E
&1
2 , and q1=%1 , q2=%2 , and we get the main result of [13]. Let
us remark that, moreover, in [13] the hypothesis on A is more restrictive.
v Suppose now that %1=%2=1, that is to say, the hypotheses of [8].
We set S1=sup[( p&1)(1&e&*k1 (*)( p&1)) k1(*)&1, *0, k1(*)>0].
Let W1 be the solution of the problem
&2pW1= f 1(x), W1 # W 1, p0 (0 ) & L
(0 ). (2.13)
We define similarly S2 and W2 from k2 and f2 . Theorem (4-1) of [8]
proves that if
v k1=0 on [0, W1(0)] or W1(0)<S1 , and
v k2=0 on [0, W2(0)] or W2(0)<S2 ,
then there exist w1 , w20 which satisfy, respectively,
&2pw1=k1(w1) |Dw1 | p+ f 1(x), w1 # W 1, p0 (0 ) & L
(0 ), (2.14)
and,
&2pw2=k2(w1) |Dw2 | p+ f 2(x), w2 # W 1, p0 (0 ) & L
(0 ). (2.15)
We set V1=E1(w1) and V2=E2(w2), then V1 (resp. V2) is a solution of
(2.10) (resp. (2.11)), and a fortiori a super solution of (2.10) (resp. (2.11)),
and so the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied.
Moreover, we must quote related results in [1, 57].
Corollary 2.1. Assuming (2.1)(2.7), if
sup
t>0
[tq1(t)&p$p]>N&p$ C &p$NN :
&p$p & f1&q #, (2.16)
sup
t>0
[tq2(t)&p$p]>N&p$C &p$NN :
&p$p & f2&q #, (2.17)
where (#= |0|0 s
( p$p)(1r$+( pN)& p) ds), then there exists a solution of problem
(1.1).
Proof. We know that (see [9]) if condition (2.16) holds then problem
(2.10) has a nonnegative solution. Similarly, if condition (2.17) holds then
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problem (2.11) has a nonnegative solution. Then from Theorem 2.1 this
implies that there exists a solution of (1.1).
3. AN AUXILIARY PROBLEM
First, we are going to study the following problem: Let F be a non-
negative function of Lq(0), with q>max(1, Np),
&div A(x, u, Du)=: \k1(u) |Du| p+ F(x)E$1(u) p&1+ in 0, (3.1)
u=0 on 0.
We want to show that if there exists a nonnegative subsolution v of this
problem then there exists a solution u # W1, p0 (0) & L
(0) such that uv.
We can show that 0 is a subsolution of this problem and so this means that
in particular there exists a nonnegative solution of (3.1). In fact, for technical
reasons we are going to write (3.1) in an equivalent form.
We set
B(x, s, !)=E$(s+) p&1 A(x, s, !),
L(x, s, !)=E$(s+) p&1 k1(s+)(A(x, s, !) !&: |!| p),
and we consider the problem
&div B(x, u, Du)+L(x, u, Du)=:F(x) in 0,
(3.2)
u=0 on 0.
Let us remark that L0 and when div A(x, u, Du)=2p u then L=0. We
must verify that if u is a nonnegative solution of (3.2) then u is a solution
of (3.2). We choose 8E$(u) p&1 as a test function of (3.2) where 8 is in
W1, p0 (0) & L
(0),
|
0
B(x, u, Du)
E$1(u) p&1
D8 dx+|
0
B(x, u, Du) Du E$1(u)&p E"1(u) 8 dx
+|
0
L(x, u, Du)
E$1(u) p&1
8 dx=|
0
:F(x)
E$1(u) p&1
8 dx.
Observe that
(1& p) E$1(u)&p E"1(u)=&k1(u) E$1(u)&p+1.
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Hence by the definitions of B and L we obtain
|
0
A(x, u, Du) D8 dx+|
0
&k1(u) A(x, u, Du) Du 8 dx
+|
0
k1(u) A(x, u, Du) Du 8 dx&|
0
:k1(u) |Du| p 8 dx
=|
0
:F(x)
E$1(u) p&1
8 dx,
consequently u is a solution of (3.1). We seek L(0) estimates, which will
permit us to pass to the limit in approximate problems and give the exist-
ence of a solution of problem (3.2).
We call Z0 the solution of the problem
&2p Z0=F in 0
(3.3)
Z0=0 on 0
Let us note that, as F is a nonnegative function of Lq(0), Z0 is nonnegative
and Z0 # L(0). We set C0=&Z0& .
Proposition 3.1. Let v be a subsolution of (3.2), then v+C0 .
Proof. Let t, h>0, such that t+h&v& . We define the function .(s)
as follows,
.(s)=0 if st
=
1
h
(s&t) if t<st+h
=1 if s>t+h
We can take .(v) as test function, it leads to,
1
h |[t<vt+h] B(x, v, Dv) Dv dx+
1
h |[t<vt+h] L(x, v, Dv)(v&t) dx
+|
[t+h<v]
L(x, v, Dv) dx

1
h |[t<vt+h] :F(x)(v&t) dx+|[t+h<v] :F(x) dx
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As E$(v+) p&11 and L(x, v, Dv)0, and 0<v&th on [t<vh+t],
we obtain
:
h |[t<vt+h] |Dv|
p dx|
[t<vt+h]
:F(x) dx+|
[t+h<v]
:F(x) dx
from Ho lder,
\1h |[t<v+ t+h] |Dv| dx+
p
\1h |t<v+t+h|+
&pp$
|
[t<v+t+h]
F(x) dx+|
[t+h<v+]
F(x) dx.
We note &(t)=|v+>t|. Letting h  0,
\& ddt |[t<v+] |Dv| dx+
p
(&&$(t))&pp$|
[t<v+]
F(x) dx,
from the definition of the perimeter of De Giorgi and the isoperimetric
inequality we have
&
d
dt |[t<v+] |Dv| dxNC
1N
N &(t)
1&1N,
then
N pC pNN &(t)
p& pN (&&$(t))&pp$|
[t<v+]
F(x) dx
but
|
[t<v+]
F(x) dx|
&(t)
0
F*(_) d_,
thus
1N&pC &pNN &(t)
&p+ pN (&&$(t)) pp$ |
&(t)
0
F*(_) d_.
Then
1N&p$C &p$NN &(t)
&p$+ p$N (&&$(t)) \|
&(t)
0
F*(_) d_+
p$p
.
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We now integrate between 0 and &v+& , so
&v+&|
&v+&
0
N &p$C &p$NN &(t)
&p$+ p$N (&&$(t)) \|
&(t)
0
F*(_) d_+
p$p
dt,
then
&v+&|
|0|
0
N &p$C &p$NN s
&p$+ p$N \|
s
0
F*(_) d_+
p$p
ds=C0 .
Let v be a nonnegative subsolution of (3.2). From Proposition 3.1, the
following truncations are allowed: We set
B (x, s, !)=B(x, v(x), !) if sv(x)
=B(x, s, !) if C0<s<v(x)
=B(x, C0 , !) if sC0
and
L (x, s, !)=L(x, v(x), Dv(x)) if sv(x)
=L(x, s, !) if v(x)<s<C0
=L(x, C0 , 0) if sC0 .
Let ’>0. We set
L’(x, u, Du)=
L(x, u, Du)
1+’ |L(x, u, Du)|
L ’(x, u, Du)=
L (x, u, Du)
1+’ |L (x, u, Du)|
.
Let =>0. We set
F=(x)=
F(x)
1+= |F(x)|
.
We consider the approximate problem
&div B (x, u, Du)+L ’(x, u, Du)=:F=(x) in 0,
(3.4)
u=0 on 0.
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We set C’=&Z’ & , where Z’ is the solution of
&2pZ’=
1
’
in 0 ,
(3.5)
Z’=0 on 0 .
Proposition 3.2. For ’ fixed, there exists a solution u= # W 1, p0 (0) &
L(0) of Problem (3.4). Moreover, the estimate
&C’u=C0 . (3.6)
holds.
Proof. v The existence of u= is a consequence of the theorem on
page 180 of [10].
v The proof of u+= C0 is the same as the proof of Proposition 3.1,
because L ’0 and F=F.
v The proof of u&= C’ is similar, because 0&L ’&
1
’ and F=0.
In this case we use as test function, the function (u=) where  is defined
for t<0, h>0 as
(s)=&1 if s<t&h
=
1
h
(s&t) if t&hs<t
=0 if st.
Let =  0 and consider the problem
&div B (x, u, Du)+L ’(x, u, Du)=:F(x) in 0,
(3.7)
u=0 on 0.
Proposition 3.3. There exists a solution u’ # W 1, p0 (0) & L
(0) of
problem (3.7). Moreover, the estimate
vu’C0 (3.8)
holds, and u’ verifies
&div B(x, u’ , Du’)+L’(x, u’ , Du’)=:F(x) in 0,
(3.9)
u=0 on 0.
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Proof. Using the L estimate (3.6) and multiplying (3.4) by u= , we
can show that the sequence (u=) defined just above is bounded in W 1, p0 (0)
(C designates different constants),
|
0
B (x, u= , Du=) Du= dx+|
0
L ’(x, u= , Du=) u= dx
=|
0
:F=(x) u= dx.
Then
: |
0
|Du= | p dx
1
’
max(C0 , C’) |0|+: max(C0 , C’) |
0
F(x) dx,
and then
&u=&W01, p (0)C.
Thus (u=) or perhaps a subsequence converges in W 1, p0 (0) weakly, in
L p(0) strongly, and a.e. in 0 to a limit called u’ . We now multiply (3.4)
by (u=&u’),
|
0
B (x, u= , Du=) D(u=&u’) dx+|
0
L ’(x, u= , Du=)(u=&u’) dx
=|
0
:F=(x)(u=&u’) dx,
then
|
0
(B (x, u= , Du=)&B (x, u= , Du’)) D(u=&u’) dx
&|
0
B (x, u= , Du’) D(u=&u’) dx
+
1
’ |0 |u=&u’ | dx+|0 :F=(x)(u=&u’) dx.
The right-hand side tends to 0 as = tends to 0, then
lim
=  0 |0 (B (x, u= , Du=)&B (x, u= , Du’)) D(u=&u’) dx=0.
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From Lemma 2.1, this implies that (u=) tends to u’ in W 1, p0 (0) strongly.
So, this allows us to pass to the limit in (3.4) and prove the existence of
a solution of (3.9). We now have to prove that vu’C0 . Using (v&u’)+
as a test function,
|
[vu’]
(B(x, v, Dv)&B(x, u’ , Du’)) D(v&u’) dx
+|
[vu’]
(L’(x, v, Dv)&L’(x, u’ , Du’))(v&u’) dx0,
then
|
[vu’]
(B(x, v, Dv)&B(x, v, Du’)) D(v&u’) dx0.
In view of (2.2) and the definition of B, this implies that
D(v&u’)+=0,
consequently
(v&u’)+=0,
that is to say,
vu’ .
Moreover, u=C0 , for all =, implies that u’C0 .
Proposition 3.4. There exists a solution u # W1, p0 (0) & L
(0) of problem
(3.2) such that vuC0 .
Proof. We want to pass to the limit in (3.9). The proof is roughly the
same as the proof of Proposition 3.3, but the difficulty here is that L’ is no
longer uniformly bounded. The techniques we use to overcome this
difficulty are well known (see [3], for instance). First, using the L
estimate (3.8), we show that the sequence (u’) defined just above is bounded
in W 1, p0 (0).
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Let .* be a function such that .*(s)=e*s
2 s (we shall make the choice of
* precise later). We take .*(u’) as a test function in (3.7), so
|
0
B(x, u’ , Du’) Du’ .$*(u’) dx+|
0
L’(x, u’ , Du’) .*(u’) dx
=|
0
:F(x) .*(u’) dx.
Then
: |
0
|Du’ | p .$*(u’) dx+|
0
L’(x, u’ , Du’) .*(u’) dx|
0
:F(x) .*(u’) dx,
thus
: |
0
|Du’ | p .$*(u’) dxC&|
0
L’(x, u’ , Du’) .*(u’) dx
C+C |
0
|Du’)| p |.*(u’)| dx+C |
0
b(x) |Du’ | dx
and then
|
0
(:.$*(u’)&C |.*(u’)| ) |Du’ | p dxC+C |
0
b(x) |Du’ | dx.
In the definition of . we can choose * such that :.$*&C |.* |:2, and so
:
2 |0 |Du’)|
p dxC+C \|0 |Du’)| p dx+
1p
.
This means that u’ is bounded in W 1, p0 (0). Then we can extract a sub-
sequence which converges in W 1, p0 (0) weakly, in L
p(0) strongly, and a.e.
in 0 to a limit we call u.
We now take .*(u’&u) as a test function in the equation satisfied by u’ ,
|
0
(B(x, u’ , Du’)&B(x, u’ , Du)) D(u’&u) .$*(u’&u) dx
+|
0
B(x, u’ , Du) D(u’&u) .$*(u’&u) dx
=&|
0
L’(x, ’, D’) .*(u’&u) dx+|
0
:F(x) .(u’&u) dx,
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then, from the definition of L’ and by (2.4),
|
0
(B(x, u’ , Du’)&B(x, u’ , Du)) D(u’&u) .$*(u’&u) dx
&|
0
B(x, u’ , Du) D(u’&u) .$*(u’&u) dx
+|
0
C |Du’ | p |.*(u’&u)| dx
+|
0
C b(x) |Du’ | |.*(u’&u)| dx
+|
0
:F(x) .(u’&u) dx.
Then,
|
0
(B(x, u’ , Du’)&B(x, u’ , Du)) D(u’&u) .$*(u’&u) dx
&|
0
B(x, u’ , Du) D(u’&u) .$*(u’&u) dx
+|
0
C
:
B(x, u’ , Du’) Du’ |.*(u’&u)| dx
+|
0
C b(x) |Du’ | |.*(u’&u)| dx+|
0
:F(x) .(u’&u) dx,
thus
|
0
(B(x, u’ , Du’)&B(x, u’ , Du)) D(u’&u) \.$*(u’&u)&C: |.*(u’&u)|+ dx
&|
0
B(x, u’ , Du) D(u’&u) .$*(u’&u) dx
+|
0
C
:
B(x, u’ , Du) D(u’&u) |.*(u’&u)| dx
+|
0
C
:
B(x, u’ , Du’) Du |.*(u’&u)| dx
+|
0
C b(x) |Du’ | |.*(u’&u)| dx+|
0
:F(x) .*(u’&u) dx.
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If we choose * large enough, we have .$*(u’&u)&(C:) |.*(u’&u)| 12 ,
then
1
2 | (B(x, u’ , Du’)&B(x, u’ , Du)) D(u’&u) dx
&|
0
B(x, u’ , Du) D(u’&u) .$*(u’&u) dx
+|
0
C
:
B(x, u’ , Du) D(u’&u) |.*(u’&u)| dx
+|
0
C
:
B(x, u’ , Du’) Du |.*(u’&u)| dx
+|
0
C b(x) |Du’ | |.*(u’&u)| dx+|
0
:F(x) .(u’&u) dx.
The right-hand side tends to 0 as ’ tends to 0, thus
lim
’  0 |0 (B(x, u’ , Du’)&B(x, u’ , Du)) D(u’&u) dx=0.
From Lemma 2.1 we deduce that u’ converges in W 1, p0 (0) strongly to u.
Using the hypotheses on L and Vitali’s lemma, we can pass to the limit in
the equation satified by u’ , and we obtain a solution of (3.2). Moreover,
vu’C0 ,
implies that
vuC0 .
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
We construct a first sequence in the following way: Let u0=0 and
suppose that the sequence is defined until un&1 ; then we define un as a
solution of
&div B(x, un , Dun)+L(x, un , Dun)
=:f1(x)(%1_E$p&11 )(un&1), unun&1 , un # W
1, p
0 (0). (4.1)
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By induction, un&1 is a subsolution of (4.1) because
&div B(x, un&1 , Dun&1)+L(x, un&1 , Dun&1)
= f1(x)(%1 _E1$p&1)(un&2)
 f1(x)(%1 _E1$p&1)(un&1),
then un exists from Proposition 3.4.
We construct a second sequence in the following way: Let v0=0 and
suppose the sequence is defined until vn&1 ; then we define vn as the solution
of
&2pvn= f 1(x) q1(vn&1), vn # W 1, p0 (0). (4.2)
By induction, vn is well defined, and we can always show by induction that
vnvn&1 (note that q1 is nondecreasing) and that un is radially symmetric.
In fact,
vn(x)=N &p$C &p$NN |
|0|
CN |x|
N
r&p$+ p$N
_\|
r
0
f1*(_)(%1_E1$
p&1)(u*n&1)(_) d_+
p$p
dr.
Proposition 4.1. The inequality
E1(u~ n)vn a.e. in 0
holds.
Proof. u0=0 and v0=0, then E(u~ 0)=v0 . Suppose by induction that
E1(u~ n&1)vn&1 a.e. in 0 or, what is equivalent, E1(u*n&1)(s)v*n&1(s) for
all s in [0, |0|]. Recall the function . defined in the proof of Proposition
3.1 by
.(s)=0 if st
=
1
h
(s&t) if t<st+h
=1 if s>t+h.
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We take as a test function in (4.1) .(E1(un)),
1
h |[t<E1(un)t+h] E1$
p(un) A(x, un , Dun) Dun dx
+|
0
L(x, un , Dun) .(E1(un)) dx

:
h |[t<E1(un)t+h] f1(x)(%1_E1$
p&1)(un&1)(E1(un)&t) dx
+: |
t+h<E1(un )
f1(x)(%1_E1$p&1)(un&1) dx,
then
:
h |[t<E1 (un)t+h] |DE1(un)|
p dx
: |
[t<E1(un)t+h]
f1(x)(%1_E1$p&1)(un&1) dx
+: |
[t+h<E1(un )]
f1(x)(%1_E1$p&1)(un&1) dx.
from Ho lder,
\1h |[t<E1(un)t+h] |DE1(un)| dx+
p
\1h |t<E1(un)t+h|+
&pp$
|
t<E1(un )t+h
f1(x)(%1_E1$p&1)(un&1) dx
+|
[t+h<E1(un)]
f1(x)(%1 _E1$p&1)(un&1) dx.
We note that &(t)=|E1(un)>t|. Letting h  0,
\& ddt |[t<E1(un)] |DE1(un)| dx+
p
(&&$(t))&pp$
|
[t<E1(un )]
f1(x)(%1_E1$p&1)(un&1) dx.
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From a lemma of [13], which is a slight extension of the HardyLittlewood
theorem, we know that as f1 is nonnegative and %1 _E1$p&1 is nonnegative
and nondecreasing,
|
[t<E1(un )]
f1(x)(%1 _E1$p&1)(un&1) dx
|
&(t)
0
f1*(_)(%1_E1$p&1)(u*n&1)(_) d_.
As in Proof of Proposition 3.1, this leads to
1N&p$C &p$NN &(t)
&p$+ p$N (&&$(t))
_\|
&(t)
0
f1*(_)(%1_E1$p&1)(u*n&1)(_) d_+
p$p
.
We integrate between 0 and E1(un*(s))&= with =>0. From the properties
of symmetrization we have
|E1(un)>E1(un*(s))&=|= |E1(un*)>E1(un*(s))&=|
 |E1(un*)E1(un*(s))|s,
then
E1(un*(s))&=N
&p$C &p$NN |
|0|
s
r&p$+ p$N
_\|
r
0
f1*(_)(%1 _E1$
p&1)(u*n&1)(_) d_+
p$p
dr.
As is true for every =>0, we obtain
E1(un*(s))N
&p$C &p$NN |
|0|
s
r&p$+ p$N
_\|
r
0
f1*(_)(%1 _E1$
p&1)(u*n&1)(_) d_+
p$p
dr.
By induction,
u*n&1(s)E
&1
1 (v*n&1(s)),
thus
(%1_E1$p&1)(u*n&1)(_)q1(v*n&1)(_)
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and so
E1(un*(s))N
&p$C &p$NN |
|0|
s
r&p$+ p$N \|
r
0
f1*(_) q1(v*n&1)(_) d_+
p$p
dr
=vn*(s).
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that there exists a supersolution V10 for
problem (2.10); then there exists a nonnegative solution u for problem
&div A(x, u , Du )=:k1(u ) |Du | p+:%1(u ) f1(x), u # W 1, p0 (0). (4.3)
Moreover, we have E1(u~ )V 1 a.e. in 0 .
Proof. Suppose V1 is a nonnegative supersolution for problem (2.10),
and let (vn) be the sequence defined above. Then
v0V1 .
Suppose by induction that
vn&1V1 ,
then
&2pvn= f1(x) q1(vn&1) f1(x) q1(V1)&2pV1 .
Thus
vnV1 ,
so (vn) and consequently (un) are uniformly bounded in L(0). We take
(un) as a test function in the equation satisfied by un . Using that un and L
are nonnegative, we obtain
|
0
B(x, un , Dun) Dun dx| :f1(x) (%1 _E1$p&1)(un&1) un dx.
Then
|
0
: |Dun | p dx|
0
:f1(x)(%1_E1$p&1)(un&1) un dx.
Then un is bounded in W 1, p0 (0). Moreover, if (un) is nondecreasing then un
converges a.e. in 0, and in L p(0) strongly to u , and so the whole sequence
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converges in W 1, p0 (0) weakly to u . We now take .*(u n&u) as a test func-
tion in the equation satisfied by un (recall that .*(s)=e*s
2 s),
|
0
E$1(un) p&1 .$*(un&u ) A(x, un , Dun) D(un&u ) dx
+|
0
E$1(un) p&1 A(x, un , Dun) Dunk1(un) .*(un&u ) dx
&|
0
:k1(un) E$1(un) p&1 |Dun | p .*(un&u ) dx
|
0
:f1(x)(%1_E1$p&1)(un&1) .*(un&u ) dx.
Using .*(u n&u)0, we obtain
|
0
E$1(un) p&1 .$*(un&u )(A(x, un , Dun)&A(x, un , Du )) D(un&u ) dx
+|
0
E$1(un) p&1 .$*(un&u ) A(x, un , Du ) D(un&u ) dx
+|
0
E$1(un) p&1 A(x, un , Dun) D(un) k1(un) .*(un&u ) dx
|
0
:f1(x)(%1_E1$p&1)(un&1) .*(un&u ) dx.
Then (C denotes different constants),
|
0
.$*(un&u )(A(x, un , Dun)&A(x, un , Du )) D(un&u ) dx
&|
0
E$1(un) p&1 .$*(un&u ) A((x, un , Du ) D(un&u ) dx
+C |
0
A(x, un , Dun) D(un) |.*(un&u )| dx
+|
0
:f1(x)(%1_E1$p&1)(un&1) .*(un&u ) dx.
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Then,
|
0
.$*(un&u )(A(x, un , Dun)&A(x, un , Du)) D(un&u ) dx
&|
0
E$1(un) p&1 .$*(un&u ) A(x, un , Du ) D(un&u ) dx
+C |
0
(A(x, un , Dun)&A(x, un , Du )) D(un&u ) |.*(un&u )| dx
+C |
0
A(x, un , Du ) D(un&u ) |.*(un&u )| dx
+C |
0
A(x, un , Dun) Du |.*(un&u )| dx
+|
0
:f1(x)(%1 _E1$p&1)(un&1) .*(un&u ) dx.
For * large enough,
1
2 |
0
(A(x, un , Dun)&A(x, un , Du )) D(un&u ) dx
&|
0
E$1(un) p&1 .$*(un&u ) A(x, un , Du ) D(un&u ) dx
+C |
0
A(x, un , Du ) D(un&u ) |.*(un&u )| dx
+C |
0
A(x, un , Dun) Du |.*(un&u )| dx
+|
0
:f1(x)(%1_E1$p&1) un&1 .*(un&u ) dx.
The right-hand side tends to zero as n tends to infinity, thus
lim
n   |0 (A(x, un , Dun)&A(x, un , Du )) D(un&u ) dx=0.
From Lemma 2.1, this implies that un tends to u in W 1, p0 (0) strongly. Then
we can pass to the limit in (4.1), that is to say, u is a solution of
&div B(x, u , Du )+L(x, u , Du )=:f1(x)(%1 _E1$p&1)(u ) in 0,
(4.4)
u =0 on 0.
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and a solution of
&div A(x, u , Du )=:k1(u ) |Du | p+:f1(x) %1(u ),
(4.5)
u =0 on 0.
too. Moreover, from Proposition 4.1 we have
E1(u~ )V 1 a.e. in 0 .
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that there exists a supersolution V20 for
problem (2.11); then there exists a nonpositive solution for the problem
&div A(x, u

, Du

)=&:k2(&u
) |Du

| p&:%2(&u
) f2(x), u
# W 1, p0 (0).
(4.6)
Proof. We can consider the operator
A (x, x, !)=&A(x, &s, &!).
A verifies the same hypotheses as A. Then we can apply Proposition 4.2 to
A , k2 , %2 , and f2 , and we deduce that if there exists a supersolution V20
for problem (2.11) then there exists a nonnegative solution v of,
&div A (x, v, Dv)=:k2(v) |Dv| p+:%2(v) f2(x), v # W 1, p0 (0), (4.7)
such that v~ V 2 . Now we set u
=&v and then u

is a solution of (4.6).
End of the Proof of Theorem 2.1. If there exists a nonnegative super-
solution V1 of (2.10) and a nonnegative supersolution V2 of (2.11), then
there exists a nonnegative supersolution u (resp. a nonpositive subsolution u

)
of problem (1.1) which is given by Proposition 4.2 (resp. Proposition 4.3).
Then from a sub-supersolution theorem of [4], this implies that there exists
a solution u of (1.1) such that
u

uu .
Moreover, from Proposition 4.1,
u~ E &11 (V 1) a.e. in 0
and
&u

~ E &12 (V 2) a.e. in 0 .
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